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 10/22/2021(Fri.) - 01/06/2022 (Thur.)

  Hengshan Calligraphy Art Center

 Free admission

 (03)287-6176 ext. 101

INFO

“Flying Ink” is a calligraphy exhibition curated by 
Professor Huang Chin-Yang, covering four sub-
topics: Tracing the Origin; Seeking the New; Dialogue; 
Crossing Boundaries. The aim is to present the state 
of contemporary calligraphy art and re-evaluate the 
contemporary possibilities and values of calligraphy art, 
as well as proposing observations and discourses on 
calligraphy art. 



Incorporating elements of a music concert, live concert, and 
theater, this memorial concert invites Tao Young stars, Michelle 
Pan, Jack Yao, Delphine Chin, and Cyndi Chao to perform 20 
classic songs including “Missing You Everyday,” “Forever Blue Sky,” 
“Heartache,” “Follow Your Feeling,” “Fall in Love with a Man who 
does not Go Home,” and “Never Turn Back” with the big band led 
by Baby Chung, Huang Chung-Yueh, Again, Brian Liu, and Chiang 
Yung-Cheng to invite the audience 
to commemorate the master of 
Chinese pop song composer, 
Chen Chih-Yuan on the 10th 
anniversary of his passing. 
We will see you at the 
Performance Art Theatre 
in Taoyuan to enjoy the 
performance of songs 
from the golden age of 
top Chinese pop music. 

The Tree Still Survived after a Decade
Chen Chih-Yuan Memorial Concert

  10/10(Sun.)19:30 (please enter before 19:20)

 Performance Hall in Taoyuan Arts Center

  Admission with tickets     

 CLICKMUSIC (02)2933-1110

INFO



Since 2019, the Center began organizing the biannual “Taoyuan 
Technology Performing Art Awards” to call for participation of college 
students or new talent groups in science and technology to lead the 
future development of Taoyuan’s technology art. 

At the same time, to encourage the potential talent and cultivate 
innovative visionary creation, the 2nd Taoyuan Technology 
Performing Art Awards chose the theme of “super art power” for 
contests in “competition” and “new talent” groups. The grand award 
winner will receive the increased cash prize of NT$3.1 million and 
except for creation allowance of NT$1 million for those enter the 
second round evaluation, first prize winners of competition group 
and talent group will be awarded with NT$1 million and NT$500,000 
respectively,TAICCA will also provide a special prize of NT$300,000 
for the winning works.The award-winning teams will have their first 
performances at the “2022 TAxT Art Festival.” Additionally, to match 
with the 5G distance applications, this year, we encourage the use 
elements of 5G technology applications in artwork and call for the 
sponsorships of institutions and local high-tech industries to build 
Taoyuan City as the headquarters of interdisciplinary development of 
Taiwan technology art.

Call for Participation in the 2nd 
Taoyuan Technology Performing 
Art Awards

  Submission period: 09/20(Mon.) - 11/20(Sat.)23:59 

  Send submissions via the Website 

 QAF (03)327-2345 ext. 11235

INFO



The 2021 National Expo on Military Kindred Villages 
consists of an online forum and an online exhibition. 

The online forum is themed on renovation and conservation 
of military kindred villages. Ten military kindred villages 
from all over Taiwan are invited to discuss their organic 
developments across various periods and how to present 
them through the different periods.  

The online exhibition is to present the diverse facets of 
military kindred villages by gathering the development 
narratives and data of the above 10 military kindred villages 
and exhibiting them under the themes of “5x5 Military 
Kindred Villages”, “Colors of Military Kindred Villages” and 
“Fun facts about Military Kindred Villages”.

Evolution: 2021 National Expo 
on Military Kindred Villages

  Online forum 10/16(Sat.); online exhibition 10/01(Fri.) - 12/31(Fri.) 

  Online (Google Meet); Visit the website of Military Kindred Village 
Resource Center of ROC (Taiwan)

  Sign up online; For details, please scan the QR CODE 
below or visit the Facebook fanpage, Military Kindred 
Village Resource Center of ROC (Taiwan).

 (03)329-1588

INFO



  10/06(Wed.) - 10/24(Sun.)

  3rd Floor Gallery, 3rd Floor Exhibition Rooms No. 1 
& No. 2, Department of Cultural Affairs 

  Free admission

 (03)332-2592 ext. 8702

INFO

Fusion of the Printmaking and Ink Art is a duo solo exhibition featuring 
printmaking and ink wash painting. Liao XiuPing has won numerous 
international awards for his printmaking. Having devoted his entire life to 
the promotion of printmaking, Liao was the acclaimed the promoter of 
Taiwan’s modern printmaking. Huang ShuQing is devoted to art education 
and cultivation of ecology art with ink wash painting at the core of her craft. 
The two artists often get together to draw from nature, share a studio and 
exchange views about art. This exhibition is presented as a duo solo to 
present the assorted aspects of their individual crafts.

In this exhibition, Liao’s works come under the title of Life’s seasons. 
Huang’s works, under the title of Tales of the island, express concern for 
the ecology through a blend of calligraphy and ink wash painting. Birds are 
the central element of Huang’s ink wash painting, coupled with a Taiwan-
specific cultural landscape, folk customs, and traditional aboriginal arts. 
Huang implements her ideals of cultural integration through an aesthetics of 
diverse visions.     



  10/02(Sat.) -10/17(Sun.)

 Exhibition Area of Floor 1 of Taoyuan Arts Center

  Free admission

 (03)332-2592 ext. 8715

INFO

Skybound: Liu Yunsheng Solo Exhibition is Liu Yunsheng’s third 
solo exhibition in Taiwan. Liu is a national first-class painter from 
China and a three-time world gold medalist. Besides new works, 
this exhibition will display many of Liu’s classics. Notably, this will 
be the exhibition covering the most comprehensive list of Liu’s 
works in Taiwan so far. Fans of Liu Yunsheng should not miss out.

Skybound
Liu Yunsheng Solo Exhibition



  10/01(Fri.) - 11/21(Sun.)

 Performance Art Theatre in Taoyuan Arts Center

  Tickets are required

 (03)317-0511 ext. 8301

INFO

Based on the theme, “Let’s Do Something 
Big,” the “2021 Taoyuan Iron Rose Music 

Festival invites local art performing 
and professional teams to present 

more than 40 innovative and 
creative performance programs, 

exhibitions, workshops, and 
seminars in modern elements. 
In addition to Performance 

Art Theatre in Taoyuan District, 
stages are extended to the 

downtown area and performing 
teams of Taoyuan Art Oasis Creation 
Project are invited. Everyone is 
welcome to come back to theaters 
to immerse in art and feel the pulse. 
Sales of event tickets are available 
on Tixfun ticketing system (https://
tixfun.com/) from July 30 (Friday). 
For event information, please 
visit the website (https://www.

ironrosefest.com/). 



Open call for military 
kindred villages stage scripts

  Now till 02/08/2022(Tues.)

  Online submission only. For details, please scan the 
QR CODE below or visit the Facebook fanpage, Mili-
tary Kindred Village Resource Center of ROC (Taiwan).

  0800-784-666 ext. 12, (03)332-2592 ext. 8217 
e-mail:2021MVstory@jfartwork.com.tw

INFO

What is your impression of the military kindred 
villages? Vintage houses with red bricks and black 
tiles? Unique accents from far and wide? Epic stories 
of epochal displacement and migration from one place 
to another? All of the above and more. Each military kindred 
village contain numerous tales of sorrow and joy; of parting and 
departing; leaving and arriving. Sometimes too painful to relay to 
outsiders, these tales are part of life and part of Taiwan’s collective 
memories.  

Military kindred village culture is Taiwan’s unique, precious assets.                                                                                           
All great playwrights in Taiwan are welcome to take up this challenge and write 
a play based on cultural elements of the military kindred village and present 
the story in an innovative way so as to keep its stories alive and its history 
fresh. The total cash prize is NT$500,000 (NT$300,000 for the first prize; 
NT$100,000 for the prize of excellence; NT$50,000 each for two winners of 
the honorable mention).     

Open call for military 
kindred villages stage scripts



  10/30(Sat.)11:00 - 10/31(Sun.)19:00

 Nankan Children’s Art Village

  Free admission. There might be admission restric-
tions or activity content adjustments according to 
the epidemic.　

 (03)222-2277

INFO

Ghosts are spotted in the art village. Please come dressed up as 
ghosts and monsters. Let’s have fun and see who is the scariest?! 

Monsters in the Art Village 
cannot spook me out: 
Halloween at the Nankan Children’s Art Village



   Opening on 10/30(Sat.)11:30 
Events on 10/30(Sat.) - 11/01(Mon.) 
Open from Wednesday to Monday (closed on Tuesdays)

  Dayuan Jianshan Archaeological Exhibition Hall 
(No. 100, Daren Road, 28th Neighborhood, Hengfeng 
Village, Dayuan District, Taoyuan City)

  Free admission for grand opening. 
Sign up online for series activities.

 (03)287-6176 ext. 201

INFO

Dayuan Jianshan Archeological Site, close to the Hengshan 
Calligraphy Art Center, is designated by Taoyuan City as a municipal 
archaeology site which dates back to 2000 to 5000 years ago. 
It was unearthed in 1931 when Dayuan Elementary School was 
undergoing renovation.  

Dayuan Jianshan Archaeological Exhibition Hall is located on the first 
floor underground of the Hengshan Calligraphy Art Center . Dayuan 
Jianshan Archaeological Exhibition Hall offers a complete picture 
of the how the archeological site was discovered, and shows the 
narratives of life by the traces it interacted with the environment. 

With the display of the artefacts and the interactive multimedia 
devices, Dayuan Jianshan Archaeological Exhibition Hall takes us 
back to the prehistoric culture of Taoyuan.

Opening ceremony of Dayuan 
Jianshan Archaeological 
Exhibition Hall



To encourage calligraphy exhibition of zeitgeist or historical 
significance, the Hengshan Calligraphy Art Center is calling for 
curatorial proposals, aiming to expand the dimensions of calligraphy 
art. The selected curators or curatorial teams will be invited to hold 
new exhibitions at the Hengshan Calligraphy Art Center in 2022.

Open Call for Calligraphy 
Curatorial Proposals

   10/22(Fri.) - 12/31(Fri.)

 Hengshan Calligraphy Art Center

  Please sign up on the website of Taoyuan Museum 
of Fine Arts before Dec. 31 (Open call > Open Call 
for Curatorial Proposals > Hengshan Calligraphy Art 
Center).

 (03)287-6176 ext. 103

INFO



Hengshan Calligraphy Art Center will launch an international 
forum to celebrate its opening. TMoFA invites Professor Pai Shih-
Ming, chair of Department of Fine Arts, NTNU. The scholars or 
specialists from Taiwan, China, Korea and Japan will discuss the 
contemporariness of calligraphic art in East Asia. The forum will be 
held at the Lecture Hall of Hengshan Calligraphy Art Center onsite, 
and online as well.

  10/30(Sat.) - 10/31(Sun.)

 Hengshan Calligraphy Art Center

  Please sign up on the website of Taoyuan Museum of 
Fine Arts

 (03)287-6176 ext. 101

INFO



Blessed Tiger with Swagger: the 16th Taoyuan National 
Spring Festival Couplets Calligraphy Competition is 
calling for preliminary submission from Oct 1 to Nov 30, 
2021. All entries should be submitted online. All and 
sundry are welcome. 

Open Call for Spring Festival 
Couplets Calligraphy 
Competition

  10/01(Fri.) – 11/30(Tues.)

 Hengshan Calligraphy Art Center

  Please sign up on the website of Taoyuan Museum  
of Fine Arts

 (03)287-6176 ext. 101

INFO



  10/07(Thur.) - 12/05(Sun.)

 Taoyuan Children’s Art Museum

 For details, please visit our website

 (03)286-8668 ext. 1005

INFO

Taoyuan Children’s Art Center is pleased to present you the 
“humour” in “ink”! We invite you on a journey through the beauty 
of ink masterpieces that reflect historical context, materiality and 
experimental spirit so as to experience the fun side of ink embedded 
in the aesthetic interpretation and imagination. The exhibition will be 
on view from October 7 through December 5, 2021. “Humour in Ink” 
consists of three sections —— “Unboxing the Masterpiece, “Dipping 
in Experimental Ink”, and “Playing with Ink” that cater to parent-
children dynamics in the exhibit by means of ancient manuscripts, 
hands-on experiments, and interactive installations.



Department of Cultural Affairs, Taoyuan
 No.21, Hsien Fu Rd. Taoyuan Dist., Taoyuan City
 (03)332-2592

Taoyuan Arts Center
 No.1188, Zhongzheng Rd., Taoyuan Dist., Taoyuan City
 (03)317-0511

Zhongli Arts Hall
 No.16, Zhongmei Road, Zhongli Dist., Taoyuan City
 (03)425-8804

Zhong-ping Story House
 No.99, Fuxing Rd., Zhongli Dist., Taoyuan City
 (03)425-5008  

Zhongli Forest Story House 
 No. 52, Bo'ai Rd., Zhongli Dist., Taoyuan City
 (03)280-2592 ext. 8217

Zhongli 1941
 No. 627, Yanping Rd., Zhongli Dist., Taoyuan City
 (03)426-8761

Matzu New Village 
 No. 155, Longji 2nd St., Zhongli Dist., Taoyuan City
 (03)284-1866

Taoyuan 77 art zone
 No. 5, Ln. 77, Zhongzheng Rd., Taoyuan Dist., Taoyuan City
 (03)332-1969

Taoyuan Tudigong Culture Museum
 No. 100, Sec. 1, Sanmin Rd., Taoyuan Dist., Taoyuan City
 (03)336-6860  

Zhongli Arts Cinema
 No.31, Ln. 116, Longqing St., Zhongli Dist., Taoyuan City 
 (03)458-1598  

Taoyuan Arts Cinema II
 No.12, Puxin Rd., Taoyuan Dist., Taoyuan City
 (03)335-7745

Contact Information



Sianguang 2nd Village
 Ln. 203, Mingde Rd., Guishan Dist., Taoyuan City
 (03)319-7132

Gueishan Military Dependents Village Story House
 No.43, Guangfeng Rd., Guishan Dist., Taoyuan City
 (03)329-6662

A8 Art Center
 3F., No.8, Fuxing 1st Rd., Guishan Dist., Taoyuan City
 (03)318-5119  

Nankan Children's Art Village
 No. 38, Jilin Rd., Luzhu Dist., Taoyuan City
 (03)222-2277  

Taoyuan Children's Art Center
 5-6F., No. 728, Sec. 1, Jieshou Rd., Bade Dist., Taoyuan City
 (03)286-8668

Taiwu New Village
 No. 22, Ciguang 1st St., Daxi Dist., Taoyuan Cityn
 (03)380-3821

Daxi Wood Art Ecomuseum, Taoyuan
 2F.,No.11, Puji Rd., Daxi Dist., Taoyuan City
 (03)388-8600

Yangmei Story Park
 No. 49, Xiaoqian Rd., Yangmei Dist., Taoyuan Cit
 (03)488-0275

Taoyuan Public Library
 No.21, Hsien Fu Rd. Taoyuan Dist., Taoyuan City
 (03)332-2592 ext. 8409, 8411, 8412  

Related information
1. For further information, please visit culture.tycg.gov.tw
2. Information on this e-brochure is subject to change without notice.

Contact Information


